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Review

Adult Neurogenesis in Injury-Induced
Self-Repair: Use It or Lose It
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Abstract. One of the most hotly pursued topics in neuroscience and therapeutic medicine is the use of stem cells in the adult
brain. Growing in parallel to this emerging field is the recognition that the adult brain is indeed capable of generating new
cells. While neurogenesis was understood to be restricted to a few areas, recent studies suggest that damage to the adult brain
can trigger neurogenesis even in regions outside of these specific areas. This finding raises the possibility that neurons born
in response to perturbation in the brain may be involved in the recovery of function in the damaged adult brain. The key
is understanding how to cultivate these newborn cells, because they do not remain viable if they are not accepted into the
damaged network of interconnected neurons which support specific functions. From a birth site, undifferentiated precursor
cells or neurons undergo migration and differentiation. Many factors influence the safe journey of migrating cells and their
survival after maturation at their destination.

This review will present evidence from ring dove studies that an activity-dependent mechanism underlies the survival
of adult newborn neurons and establishment of their functionality. This evidence includes: [1] unique electrophysiological
properties or specific connectivity associated with various type of neurons involved in ring dove coo behavior and reproductive
function, [2] emergence of electrophysiological properties and specific projection neurons emanating from newborn neurons
after hypothalamic lesion, and finally [3] collective behavioral analyses of social stimulations suggesting that sensorimotor
events contribute to the integration of new neurons and reinstatement of function.
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INTRODUCTION

Advances in neuroscience have provided an under-
standing of how sensory events contribute to brain
and bodily functions. The brain is endowed with
unique sets of sensory and perceptual attributes that
filter external stimuli to facilitate the stability and
maintenance of the living organism. As interest in
the study of aging has surged, particularly regarding
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the decline of bodily and brain functions, the old
maxim of “use it or lose it” has been touted as
a guiding principle for medical treatment and health
advice [1]. The science behind this maxim, how-
ever, is still in its infancy. Some advances have
been made in the study of peripheral systems. For
example, animal studies have elucidated the phys-
iological processes of healing after usage versus
resting of injured limbs [2–5]. Findings that exercise
significantly increases synovial fluid in osteoarthritis-
affected horses [6, 7] and that the role of synovial fluid
is to reduce friction between the articular cartilage
of synovial joints during movement in animals and
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humans [8] support the seemingly counterintuitive
recommendation of exercise as a first-line treatment
for managing arthritic joint pain in humans. Most
studies, however, are correlational in nature, and in
particular, studies validating the causal relationship
between usage of neural circuits or cognitive function
and the retention or recovery of function are far and
few between.

In this paper, we will present how the same prin-
ciple of usage operates in the cultivation of newborn
neurons in the adult brain. Brain cells born (neuroge-
nesis) after birth are conserved across species from
crustaceans to higher vertebrates [9, 10]. In phylo-
genetically more recent species including humans
[10–13] neurogenesis appears to be limited to spe-
cific brain regions. The dentate gyrus of hippocampus
and subventricular zone (SVZ) of olfactory bulb are
two of the regions which are most characteristic of,
and accepted as, neurogenic niches: that is, regions
that normally incorporate new neurons throughout
adulthood [14–16]. Functional neurogenesis exists
in other less known regions, most notably, the diet-
responsive neurogenic niche in median eminence
regions [17–19]. Equally important are reports of low
level regenerative activity in the neocortex, amyg-
dala, and striatum of primates, the CA1 region of the
hippocampus and in the nigra substantia of mice, and
in striatal dopaminergic neurons [20–23], although
some of these have been controversial [16, 24]. Inter-
estingly, non-neurogenic precursor cells from outside
of the dentate gyrus can differentiate into neurons
specific to the region when transplanted into the neu-
rogenic dentate gyrus [16, 25]. This finding suggests
the feasibility that non-neurogenic regions can recruit
new neurons in the presence of the following two
permissive factors.

(1) Neurogenic promoting factors. Selective evo-
lutionary pressure in mammals may have restricted
neurogenic activity to a few brain regions for spe-
cific normal functions. However, various form of
growth factors appear to enable the brain to retain
some capacity to support and incorporate new neu-
rons. For example, in mice and rats, infusion of EGF
(epidermal growth factor) after stroke promotes SVZ
proliferation and migration to the damaged stria-
tum [26, 27]. In rats intraventricular infusion of
EGF and albumen or FGF2 (fibroblast growth fac-
tor2) after large forebrain ischemia resulted in the
regeneration of striatal interneuron and hippocampal
CA1pyramidal neurons, and reversed some func-
tional deficit [28–30]. For a review of neurogenesis
promoting factors, see Sohur et al. [16].

Regenerative activity in the non-or-low neurogenic
regions can therefore be elevated by transforming the
region into “permissive microenvironment”1 with the
aid of various growth hormones.

(2) Cell death-induced chemical signals. The
brain’s reaction to damage includes chemical sig-
nals released by cell death which may serve to guide
precursor cells from other brain regions; in particu-
lar, from neurogenic niches to the damaged region.
Experimentally induced stroke in rats can trigger pro-
liferation in SVZ and migration to non-neurogenic
target sites [26–29]. Similarly, non-neurogenic brain
regions such as the mouse neocortex, rat stria-
tum, dove hypothalamus, and other regions can be
induced to recruit neurons born from neurogenic
regions following assault, [22, 31, 32]. Although the
functionality of induced-new neurons following cell
death has been documented in the normally neuro-
genic adult hippocampus and song nuclei HVC [10,
33, 34], with the exception of hippocampal pyra-
midal neurons [30], a rigorous elucidation of the
self-repair process (compensatory neurogenesis) in
non-neurogenic brain regions has yet to be accom-
plished [35].

In birds, research interest in adult neurogenesis is
closely related to understanding the birdsong sys-
tem. Seasonal changes in adult neurogenesis in the
HVC (high vocal center: a telencephalic structure for
song production) region of canaries provides a ratio-
nale for linking seasonal song learning to seasonal
changes in neurogenic activity. Supportive evidence
can be found in zebra finch studies which show that
the selective killing of HVC neurons which send
projection to area RA (the nucleus robustus archistria-
tum) responsible for song output will trigger neuronal
recruitment. The rate of induced neurogenesis and the
recovery of the birds’ ability to produce song coin-
cide with new projections from HVC and area RA
[37]. These findings have led to the notion that adult
neurogenesis is limited to the song system of song
birds [38]. In truth, adult neurogenesis is evolution-
arily conserved for a variety of functions [17]. We
chose the ring dove for the study of adult neurogen-
esis, because the hypothalamic system in the adult
ring dove is non-neurogenic, as described further
below. As a consequence, results may be general-
ized to other non-neurogenic regions. Furthermore,
comparative analyses between birds and mammals
can provide useful knowledge at a structural level.

1“Permissive microenvironment” was first used in the article
by Sohur et al. [16].
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For example, the precursor cells in the subventric-
ular zone in rodents proliferate and migrate to the
olfactory bulb, but in birds, migrate to a wider
regions [10], importantly, similar mechanisms of
cell death induced compensatory neurogenesis in
non-neurogenic regions are active in both species.
Comparative analyses at cellular and behavioral lev-
els will clarify the applicability of various animal
models for brain repair.

RING DOVE MODEL FOR ADULT
NEUROGENESIS AND RECOVERY
OF FUNCTION

The focus of our experimental series specifically
addressed whether adult neurogenesis participates
in the recovery of functionality after injury to the
adult brain. Attempts to demonstrate functionality
of adult newborn neurons beyond the hippocampus
are difficult; the challenge is identifying a verifiable
model of function and behavior that can be mea-
sured and used to assess newborn neurons in the adult
system.

We chose the ventral medial hypothalamus
(VMH)2 of the ring dove as our model based on
three selection criteria: [1] the specific physiology
and behavior of the species is quantifiable and repeat-
able; [2] the basic neural circuitry of the physiological
and behavioral events to be studied has been doc-
umented; and [3] the brain region to be studied is
not normally neurogenic in the adult brain3. This last
feature will allow us to generalize our findings to
other brain regions that are not normally neurogenic.
Importantly, although the VMH region is not neuro-
genic [38], it generates new neurons in the adult brain
in response to cell loss after lesion [32]. Moreover,
the neural mediation of key courtship behavior, the
subject of these studies, is centrally congregated in
the hypothalamus. This enables us to interpret neural
events in the hypothalamus that are associated with
functional changes attributable solely to this region
and not eclipsed by the potential involvement of other
intact regions of the brain.

2VMH includes VMN and PMH terms used in earlier studies
activation of hypothalamus-pituitary-ovarian axis relies also on
proper photo stimulation (Cheng 1976).

3Note: The specific regions of hypothalamic neurogenesis for
energy control system in mice (Cheng, 2013) are outside of the
region we studied.

HYPOTHALAMIC SYSTEMS
AND REPRODUCTIVE FUNCTION
AND BEHAVIOR

The ring dove is a monogamous species that pair
bonds for life. The elaborate interactive courtship
behavior between the partners, guided by “state
reading” from each partner, helps to coordinate a pre-
dictable sequence culminating in egg-laying and
rearing the young [39]. The courtship commences
with male bow cooing (solicitation) to the female,
followed by male nest cooing with oblique posture
at the potential nest site. A critical milestone occurs
when the female joins the male and together they
perform duet nest cooing. This duet is followed by
the female’s solo nest coo, at which point the male
leaves the site to hunt for nest materials and brings
them back. Together the pair constructs the nest. The
female continues cooing until she lays a clutch of two
eggs, and then the male and female take turns incu-
bating until the eggs hatch. Together, the pair raises
their two squabs to 21 days of age. Adequate lighting
is required for maintaining reproductive physiology,
and lighting interacts with environmental factors in
initiating courtship behavior which culminates in suc-
cessful breeding [40]. The predictable sequence of
these behavioral events during the breeding cycle pro-
vides us with a measurable reference from which to
compare the nature and quantity of loss and reinstate-
ment of functions after regeneration of new neurons.
As it becomes clear in the following sections, the dif-
ferent types of neurons responsible for initiation of
nest coo courtship behavior and reproduction are all
conveniently located in the hypothalamus. These fea-
tures make ring dove breeding behavior particularly
suitable to the study of the role of adult born neurons
in the recovery of function after brain injury.

Bilateral lesion in the ventral medial portion of
the hypothalamus (VMH) abolishes the courtship
behavior, specifically the nest coo behavior in both
the male and female [41, 42]. Could destruction
of some neurons in the VMH account for loss of
courtship behavior and breeding cycle after elec-
trolytic lesion in the region? We have previously
identified three types of neurons in this region
that are most related to breeding behavior: [1]
Acoustic neurons, [2] Projection neurons, [3] GnRH
(gonadotrophic release hormone) neurons. These are
described further below.

(1) Acoustic neurons (coo-sensitive neurons). The
nucleus ovoidalis (avian thalamic auditory relay) and
its shell region project to the ventral hypothalamus
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[43] and transmit auditory cues, including coo sig-
nals to the VMH [44]. Recordings of neurons in the
VMH receiving these inputs led us to identify neu-
rons sensitive to gender-specific nest coo stimulation
[45]. In females, the neurons sensitive to female nest
coo stimulation (FC specific neurons), give a signa-
ture firing pattern when activated (Fig. 1); no other
stimulation, including male nest coo or female nest
coo played backward, can activate these FC specific
neurons (Fig. 2).

To our delight, we noted a chain reaction of these
FC specific neuronal firings, culminating in activation
of the hypothalamus-pituitary -ovarian axis (HPO).
Activation of FC specific neurons resulted in a three-
fold increase of luteinizing hormone (LH) output
in the anterior pituitary of reproductively inexperi-
enced females. This mechanism explains a behavioral
observation made in 1986 that female coo promotes
ovarian growth [46] and the female’s persistent solo
coos coincide with the exponential rise of LH prior
to laying a clutch of two eggs [47, 48].

(2) Projection neurons. These neurons extend from
VMH to the midbrain vocal control pathway, the path-
way responsible for production of nest cooing [49].

(3) GnRH (gonadotrophic release hormone)
neurons. These neurons control the hypothalamus-
pituitary-ovarian axis, and are mostly scattered in the
preoptic area (POA, a poorly defined area with no
clear border in the ring dove) just underneath the
septomesencephalic tract (TSM) of anterior hypotha-
lamus [50].

When electrolytic lesion is applied to the VMH
region, the anterior hypothalamic region is invari-

Fig. 1. Female Coo Specific Units 960127. Top, Histogram shows
the unit’s response to the female-nest-coo stimulus presented
at 70 +/-5 bB SPL. Bottom, Computer amplitude display of the
female nest coo. Courtesy of Cheng et al. J. of Neuroscience
1998;18:5477-5489.

ably included [49, 51, 52 ] consequently, GnRH
neurons are affected. Destruction of these three neu-
ron types (acoustic neurons, projection neurons and
GnRH neurons) disrupts the sequence of courtship
behavior and ultimately egg-laying. The loss of coo-
responsive acoustic neurons deprives a bird of its
ability (a) to respond to a partner’s nest-coo and her
own nest coo, (b) to utter its own nest-coo through
projection neurons, and importantly for females, (c)
to activate FC specific neurons which in turn trigger
GnRH neurons to activate the HPO axis, resulting
in elevated LH output for oviposition and ensuing
egg-laying.

Given that VMH lesion triggers adult neuroge-
nesis, precursor cells migrate from subventricular
zone to VMH [32], we contemplated the possible
role of adult neurogenesis in the recovery of behav-
ior. In the 2006 and 2007 studies, we observed that
recovery of nest coo behavior is possible after a recu-
peration period (8 weeks) during which time the
lesioned birds were returned to their bonded mates
[49, 51]. Only later in this series of studies did we
realize that the nature of this housing significantly
impacts the rate of recovery, a topic we will return
to later.

SPECIFIC ELECTRICAL FIRING
PATTERNS FROM NEWBORN NEURONS

To better understand the neural events underly-
ing the loss of function and eventual recovery in
doves, we conducted a series of experiments in which
we monitored the electrical and cellular changes
in the region for 14 weeks after electrolytic lesion
[52]. Most birds in this study were returned to stock
cages after surgery. Immediately following lesion, the
region was silent without any sign of electrical activ-
ity for up to 36 days, and then in a gradual, stepwise
manner, electrical signal reappeared. The signal was
initially just a blip, then a phasic pattern lacking the
complete form of a discharge. Normal forms of spon-
taneous discharge did not appear reliably until after
13-14 weeks (Fig. 3).

During the first 50 days after lesion, newborn cells
(cells labeled with a marker for detection of pro-
liferating cells: BrdU+ cells), dominated the region
and electrical signals from the region were without
characteristic discharge. Newborn neurons (prolif-
erating cells labeled with a marker for neuronal
specific nuclear protein: BrdU+/NeuN+ cells), gradu-
ally appeared at 60–70 days, a time when the number
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Fig. 2. Response of Female Nest-Coo Specific Units to Other Stimulations. Response of unit 960108 in the preoptic area of a female ring
dove to different acoustic stimuli. A, The female nest coo as the stimulus; the activity of the unit increases significantly. Top, Dot raster plot
showing 10 sweeps of the unit’s response. Each dot represents one spike. Bin size is 20 msec. Middle, Histogram of the unit’s response.
Bottom, Computer amplitude display and spectrogram of the female nest coo: amplitude over time. B, Reversed female nest coo as the
stimulus; no change in neuronal activity can be detected in the number of spikes over time or in the histogram representation. C, White noise
as the stimulus: no change in neuronal activity. D, Male nest coo as the stimulus: no change in neuronal activity. All histograms represent the
sum of 10 repetitions of the stimulus. All units are well isolated. In all figures, a closed triangle denotes the onset of the stimulus. Courtesy
of Cheng et al. J Neurosci. 1998; 18: 5477-5489.

of abnormal spontaneous firing units in the region
increased, of which about 1% responded to coo stim-
ulation. Specific firing patterns evoked in response
to a female’s coo stimulation appeared at about the
same time as the appearance of newborn neurons in
the region. This coincidental timing suggests that the
characteristic female coo-sensitive firing pattern (FC-
specific pattern) likely originates from the newborn
neurons. To test if this is the case, the position of the
recording electrode was marked by iontophoresis of
potamine sky blue dye (PSB). The dye at the tip of
single unit recording micropipettes was dispensed at
the end of each positive recording session. If coo-
responsive new neurons give rise to the characteristic

FC-specific firing pattern, only coo-responsive new
neurons should show PSB labeling. There were
indeed triple-labeled cells (BrdU+/NeuN+/ PSB+),
suggesting that some newborn neurons had assumed
the characteristic function of coo responsive auditory
units [52]. It is worth emphasizing that our criteria
for functional recovery was not limited to identify-
ing the characteristic spontaneous firing pattern; we
provide further evidence that the characteristic firing
pattern is invoked only by specific coo (female coo)
stimulation (Fig. 4).

We found that some of the newborn neurons
send direct projections to the nucleus intercollicu-
lus of the midbrain that controls vocal output in
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Fig. 3. Electrophysiological Activities Over the Course of 99 Days
Postlesion. Samples of spontaneous electrical activity in VMN
before and after lesions. (A), (B), and (C) were recorded from
VMN before lesions: (A) A slow and irregular discharge pattern;
(B) a phasic firing pattern; (C) a fast firing pattern. (D–H) were
recorded after lesions: (D) was recorded at 42 days postlesion;
(E) was recorded 64 days postlesion. Note that (D) and (E) lack
complete form of a discharge characteristic of an extracellular
recording. (E) and (F) exhibit both normal and abnormal forms
of discharge; (G) and (H) exhibit normal forms of discharge from
birds that survived 99 days. Courtesy of Cheng et al. J Neurobiol.
2004; 60: 197-213.

birds (Fig. 5). Reinstatement of this pathway before
behavioral recovery may explain the parallel recovery
of nest coo performance [49, 51]. Finally, blocking
the newborn cells blocks the recovery of nest coo
behavior, a finding which supports the causal relation-
ship between newborn neurons and recovery of lost
functions [51].

ACTIVITY-DEPENDENT ADULT
NEUROGENESIS AND RECOVERY
OF BEHAVIOR

With the basic recovery timeline established, we
next examined external (environmental and social)
factors that might intervene in the process of recovery.
The first question we addressed is whether housing
conditions during recuperation affect the outcome of
behavioral recovery. Our initial study of this ques-
tion illustrated the advantage of (post-lesion males)
being housed with the same mate (female) compared

to being housed in solitude [49]. We then addressed
whether the “healing” affect of a mate is specific to
the female gender [51]. Finally, experiments were
designed to identify the characteristics of “healing”
promoting females. The most recent study on this
topic highlights the principle of activity-dependent
effect [53]. Simply put, the effect of an external factor
(environmental or social) on recovery is contingent
upon whether the external factor is involved in stimu-
lating (i.e. engaging) newborn neurons during various
stages of their incorporation into the specific circuitry
responsible for a behavior. In our case, when newborn
neurons, located in a previously damaged network
of coo-specific responsive neurons, are activated or
engaged, their synaptic connections to the circuit are
presumably consolidated, which in turn leads to the
survival of the newly arrived neurons and develop-
ment of a functional network supporting nest coo
behavior.

In studies completed in 2006-2007, we showed that
lesioned males do not recover well when placed alone
in the cage, nor if caged with another male. Lesioned
males housed with female mates consistently fare bet-
ter [49–51]. The data up to then suggested that the
nature of the cage mate was the deciding factor, but it
remained unclear which characteristics of this stim-
ulus accounted for the differential effect. To address
this question, we compared the effects of housing
the lesioned male with their female mate or with
a new female. In the latter situation, we introduced
a new female every three days to block formation
of bonding. We suspected that the bonding status
of a female might have played a role in the earlier
studies where the experimental males were always
returned to their mates after surgery. Traditionally,
a bird’s bonding status to a mate is defined upon com-
pleting one successful breeding cycle. We recently
established that the bond status (at least in the ring
dove) can be reliably assessed by expression of the
ZENK gene which encodes a zinc-finger-containing
transcriptional regulator and can be rapidly activated
in the brain [54]. This enables us to determine a dove’s
bond status without relying exclusively on breeding
history. Zenk data was therefore used to determine the
bonding status of female mates and new females in
this study.

Pair bonding evolved as a reproductive strategy to
ensure reproductive success. We predicted that the
male housed with its female mate would recover
better since bonding is critical for this species to
maintain viable breeding cycles, and therefore the
female mate would harbor higher value. Contrary
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Fig. 4. Newborn Neurons Exhibiting Female Nest-Coo Specific Properties 3 months Postlesion. A summary of newborn neurons assuming
electrophysiological properties of acoustic neurons uniquely sensitive to female coo stimulation over the course of recovery after electrolytic
lesion to the VMH in the ring dove. (A) lesion site, (B) distribution of recording sites and double-labeled cells: sites not responsive (open
triangle), responsive to nest coo stimulation (filled triangle), and BrdU/NeuN double-labeled cells (open circle), (C) electrophysiological
properties of a newborn neuron comparing to that from an intact brain of the same region, (D) as in intact brain, these newborn neuron
respond only to female coo stimulation. Courtesy of Cheng et al. 2004; J Neurobiol. 60: 197-213.

to our prediction, the results showed that the male
housed with a new female every three days recov-
ered significantly faster, and more importantly, these
males recovered within 4 weeks compared to the 8
weeks we had observed in earlier studies. Analysis of
behavioral data for both males and females revealed
the previously unsuspected role of male behavior
in the differential pace of recovery. When exposed
to a new female, the male significantly engaged or
attempted to engage a new female more than their
pair-bonded female, even though there was no dif-
ference in the level of female behavior between the
groups to account for the male behavior; in fact,
the bonded female tended to exhibit a higher level

of courtship behavior at week 3 after her mate was
returned from surgery. In other words, by attempt-
ing to court a new female by nest coo, the male
engages in activity-dependent neural synaptic events,
thereby successfully completing recruitment of func-
tional newborn neurons.

In a subsequent study, we sought to replicate the
findings and using a generalized linear mixed model,
we analyzed the level of nest coo and newborn
neurons at weeks 4 and 8 between bonded and non-
bonded groups. This study would allow us to validate
or discredit the notion that rapid behavioral recovery
is made possible through the earlier appearance of
newborn neurons, which we had long hypothesized
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Fig. 5. Projection Neurons Born After Hypothalamic Lesion. Fluorogold (FG) was injected into the anterior ICo of the midbrain at 2 or 8
weeks after VMH lesion. Newborn midbrain (ICo)-projection neurons were detected in the VMH 8 weeks after lesion [schematically shown
in (d)]. VMH was discernible with numerous retrograde FG cells (a,e). Newborn cells were labeled with BrdU (b,f). Some projection neurons
were double-labeled with BrdU (c,g). V 1/4 third ventricle. Scale bar 1/4 30 m. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at http://www.intersciencewiley.com. Courtesy of Chen et al, 2006; J Neurobiol. 66: 537-551.

as the underlying mechanism for behavioral recov-
ery. The results replicated the earlier study that the
males housed with new females recovered nest coo
levels sooner (week 4). Specifically, males housed
with new females exhibited higher levels of newborn
neurons and nest coo behavior at week 4 than when

housed with their female mates [53]. This differen-
tial performance persisted until week 8. The finding
strengthens our conclusion that the males reinstate
nest coo behavior sooner and better when exposed
to a novel stimulus (a new female) during recupera-
tive period. The new females’ “healing power” lies in

http://www.intersciencewiley.com
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their ability to invoke the male’s biological temptation
to court or engage fresh females, thereby physiolog-
ically engaging the circuitry containing the newly
arrived neurons, and consolidating their connection
to the circuitry and survival of the new neurons.
This hypothesis is consistent with numerous studies
indicating the role of excitatory inputs in the form
of electrical activities in developmental processes
[55–57].

RATE OF RECOVERY

The conclusion that male courtship behavior after
brain damage can be restored sooner than 8 weeks
prompted us to revisit our older data, specifically our
2004 work in which we recorded normally evoked
discharges of newborn neurons of birds kept for up
to 78–99 days. We detected seemingly incompati-
ble results between this earlier study and the later
study. The later study consistently suggests that 8
weeks time is sufficient to see behavioral recovery,
whereas results of the 2004 study suggest that normal
neuronal discharge related to LH output in response
to female nest coo stimulation does not begin until
around 60 days and more typically beginning around
78–99 days [52].

Two factors could contribute to the apparent incon-
sistency. Firstly, behavioral recovery measured in the
studies suggesting an 8-week recovery timeline was
limited to measurement of courtship behavior, and did
not include egg-laying behavior. It is plausible that
the recovery of egg-laying behavior does not appear
until 78–99 days after brain lesion. Secondly, in the
2004 study, the majority of birds were returned to
stock or solitude cages after brain surgery [52], in
other words, these birds were not exposed to posi-
tive, facilitative external factors as in the later studies
in which birds were returned to cages containing
female mates. In essence, the speed of recovery of
function depends to a degree on the nature of the
function.

ACTIVITY-DEPENDENT
SYNAPTOGENESIS IN LEARNING
AND MEMORY

The “use it or lose it” principle is evident in
the hippocampus, a region which has been widely
studied in recent years. Progenitor cells in the sub-
grandular zone of the detate gyrus migrate into the
granular layer and mature rapidly, extending axons

to the CA3 region of the hippocampus. Several
studies in rodents have shown how environmental
and behavioral factors can modulate neurogen-
esis and affect hippocampal-dependent learning
and memory [58–61]. One study did cast some
doubt on the role of neurogenesis in hippocampal-
dependent memory [62], possibly because not all
hippocampal-dependent learning tasks engage in
the hippocampal circuitries exclusively. The fact
remains that more hippocampal neurons survive after
certain hippocampal-dependent tasks are learned
compared to when non-hippocampal tasks are learned
[60, 62, 63].

The finding that young newly generated neurons
show a low threshold for induction of synaptic forma-
tion in mice [64] provides one tantalizing explanation
for what transpires during the coding process of the
recruitment of new neurons into the circuit. While
the factors responsible for circuit integration and sur-
vival are likely to be complex and numerous, our
systematic ring dove studies described above have
identified the activity-dependent synaptogenesis as
one viable underlying mechanism for the successful
recruitment of functional newborn cells. Activity-
dependent synaptic event can also be activated by
sensory input during development. For example, in
song birds, before a song is learned, tutor song expo-
sure drives pre-motor spiking activity within HVC (a
sensorimotor interface for song). This process is sup-
pressed by an inhibition mechanism once the song is
learned [65]. Similar mechanisms may also apply to
vision-mediated motor learning in adult born young
neurons. In the ring dove, female exposure before
new neurons establish firm synaptic connections in
the nest-coo network may have driven network activ-
ity within VMH sensorimotor neurons for nest coo
behavior. We speculate that compared to the bonded
(familiar) female, the mere presence of a fresh (new)
female is a more potent stimulus in driving new
neurons arriving at the nest-coo network, thereby
facilitating synaptogenesis. Future study should be
able to tease apart the relative contributions of sen-
sory and motor engagement. Whether by sensory or
motor engagement, crucial to our hypothesis is the
role of network activity in driving synaptic consoli-
dation in the recruitment and survival of new neurons.
Recent studies of molecular mechanisms provide fur-
ther support for an activity-dependent mechanism.
Activity-dependent transcription in the intracellular
signaling of neurons, e.g., response to stimuli cre-
ates a new class of RNA (eRNA), thought to regulate
synaptic development [66, 67].
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CONCLUSION

Aging adults generally take longer to learn and
remember new tasks, in part because the encoding
process (solidifying use of the circuit) takes longer
to initiate and to complete. The popular advice for
aging adults to be more mindful and to exercise the
brain with mental activities is presumably to engage
the related circuit more intensely. As we have shown
there is scientific data from multiple species to sup-
port this recommendation.

In summary, the “use it or lose it” concept is
strikingly evident in our analysis of the functional-
ity of the nervous system in the adult ring dove. This
phenomenon continues throughout the life span of
a living animal and may be most critical for an aging
population when a sedentary lifestyle compounds the
vicious cycle of declining use and declining function-
ality.
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